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Archive of  descendants of Alopex

Place
Date

Language
Material

Number of texts
Type

Collections
Find/Acquisition

Panopolis
AD 308 - 355
Greek
Papyrus
34
Family archive with petitions and court material, title deeds, tax receipts, contracts of lease, sale and loan
Cologne, University; Dublin, Chester Beatty Library
[find/acquisition]

Bibliography  P.Panop. = L.C. YOUTIE, D. HAGEDORN, H.C. YOUTIE (edd.), Urkunden aus Panopolis,
Bonn, 1980.

 P.Dub. = B.C. MCGING (ed.), Greek Papyri from Dublin, Bonn, 1995. (Pap.Texte Abh. XLII).

Description The archive contains over thirty documents, now in Cologne and the Chester Beatty Library
in Dublin. No information is available about the find circumstances. The texts range from
AD 298 till 355, with a clear preponderance of the period AD 320-340 (cf. fig. 1)1.

The papyri from Cologne were all acquired together. Most of the Dublin papyri are tax
receipts written on the verso of two papyrus rolls with official correspondence of the strategos
of the Panopolites2 (cf. infra). Basing himself on the rarity of the name Alopex, the
appearance of a few other names in both collections and the conformity of place and time,
D.Hagedorn concluded that the Cologne papyri and the Dublin receipts were related to one
family of which Alopex was the ancestor3.

Several types of texts can be distinguished.

A first type of texts are contracts (leases of land, rents of houses and loans). In ten land leases
(P.Panop. 1-10), an application is presented by the lessees. As far as the names are preserved,
the lessees are all grandsons of Alopex, except for the lessee of P.Panop. 1. In each case, the
lessors sign the contract. Most of the contracts are leases of palm groves and olive yards or a
combination of both. The lessors are often members of the elite of Panopolis. P.Panop. 11-13
are three contracts of rent of parts of a house in Panopolis4, owned by Aurelia Theodora, the
wife of Aurelius Pasnos, son of Besas (resp. AD 320, 337, 339). P.Panop. 20-22 are three
contracts of loan (resp. AD 310, 315, 336). P.Dub. 31 is a contract of lease of a linen
workshop in Panopolis, together with 2 loom-frames, by Aurelius Pasnos, son of Alopex in
AD 355.

A second group of documents are petitions and court material. The petitions are addressed to
high officials (praesides of the Thebaid, strategos and exactor of the Panopolite): P.Panop. 23
and 29 (to the exactor); 24-28 (to the praeses). The petitions sometimes lead to a court case,
as in P.Panop. 30 (court proceedings; AD 332) and 31 (speech of a lawyer; AD 329).

A last type of documents are receipts. The major group is formed by the tax receipts on the
verso of the two papyrus rolls with official correspondence of the strategos of the Panopolites
(cf. supra). Both rolls were cut up and pasted recto to recto. The resulting blank versos on the
outside were used to make a “codex” (P.Panop. 19), which the family used as a receipt book
for the period 339-345 (cf. fig. 2): 26 receipts are spread out disorderly over the sheets. As
they are written in 24 different hands, they are probably originals. However, the receipts are
not written chronologically, as one would expect with originals. In fact we are not dealing
with a codex strictu sensu, but with a sheaf of loose papyri, not sewn together. Except for 2
deliveries of 6 papyrus rolls (col. V and XI) and one payment in money (col. IX b), the
receipts concern the chrysos telonikos (8 receipts) and the vestis militaris (chlamys and
sticharion) (15 receipts). All were written in the name of Alopex, his sons and grandsons.
These receipts were kept with great regularity (cf. table fig. 3), covering more or less
completely the responsibility of Alopex’ estate from the 12th through the following 4th
indiction. The estate of Alopex probably had passed as a joint and undivided inheritance to
his sons and grandsons. The receipts for the chrysos telonikos are all written in the name of

                                                  
1The receipts from the Dublin codex dealing with the period 339-346 (cf. infra with fig. 2), are counted as one single item in
the archive.
2 Cf. P.Beatty Panop. 1 and 2 and the on line description of the archive under "strategos of Panopolis".
3 D.HAGEDORN, Papyri aus Panopolis in der Kölner Sammlung, in Proceedings of the XIIth International Congress of
Papyrology (1970), p.209.
4 The house rented in P.Panop. 11 and 12, lies in the second quarter of Panopolis; that in P.Panop. 13 is situated in the Nubs
street. There is no indication against the assumption that the same house is meant (cf. P.Panop. 11 comm. l. 1).
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outside were used to make a “codex” (P.Panop. 19), which the family used as a receipt book
for the period 339-345 (cf. fig. 2): 26 receipts are spread out disorderly over the sheets. As
they are written in 24 different hands, they are probably originals. However, the receipts are
not written chronologically, as one would expect with originals. In fact we are not dealing
with a codex strictu sensu, but with a sheaf of loose papyri, not sewn together. Except for 2
deliveries of 6 papyrus rolls (col. V and XI) and one payment in money (col. IX b), the
receipts concern the chrysos telonikos (8 receipts) and the vestis militaris (chlamys and
sticharion) (15 receipts). All were written in the name of Alopex, his sons and grandsons.
These receipts were kept with great regularity (cf. table fig. 3), covering more or less
completely the responsibility of Alopex’ estate from the 12th through the following 4th
indiction. The estate of Alopex probably had passed as a joint and undivided inheritance to
his sons and grandsons. The receipts for the chrysos telonikos are all written in the name of
Besas and his sons, as is also P.Dub. 22, a tax receipt for the 11th indiction, the year
immediately preceding the dossier recorded on the Beatty codex. P.Dub. 22 is written on the
verso of P.Dub. 21, another tax receipt for vestis militaris for the 11th indiction in the name
of Alopex. This papyrus (P.Dub. 21 and 22) may also have been cut from a codex page.

There are 6 other receipts in the collection of Cologne: P.Panop. 15 of 308-309 (3 receipts in
the name of Pasnos, son of Besas) and P.Panop. 16-18 of 324 and 329 (in the name of
Pasnos, son of Alopex).

Finally, there is a list of land with a detailed description of parcels in the koite nr. 250 in
Panopolis. The list contains a sum of all sections according to their method of cultivation
(P.Panop. 14).

P.Dub. 20, containing a declaration concerning textiles by Aurelius Annianus to Flavius
Aphthonius, mentions Sansnos, son of Alopex, no doubt a family member. Sansnos may be
identical with the man in P.Panop.31B. Though the family was involved in the manufacturing
of cloths, it is not clear in which way this text relates to the archive.

Because of the frequency of the names Pasnos and Besas, we are unable to draw certain
family relations. On the other side, some persons appear only once and their relation to the
family is obscure. The stemma below is partly hypothetical (cf. fig. 4).

Though some documents clearly deal with the same subject (e.g. the tax receipts of the codex;
P.Panop. 2, 23 and 24, concerning the delay of repay of a loan by Besas to Pasnos and
Theodora, and P.Panop. 29 and 30, concerning the appointment of Pasnos, son of Alopex to
the ktenarchia), it is not easy to distinguish subarchives. With some reservation, we can
discern three: (1) the subarchive of Aurelius Pasnos, son of Pasnos, and Aurelia Theodora; (2)
the subarchive of Aurelius Pasnos, son of Alopex and his son Aurelius Pasnos and (3) the
codex with tax receipts.

As for possible archive holder(s), there is a great preponderance of texts concerning Pasnos
and his wife Theodora (cf. table fig. 5). Pasnos’ documents cover the period AD 308-323/4;
Theodora's documents extends over the period AD 310-339. There is one text concerning
their children in AD 336. The texts with regard to Pasnos, son of Alopex and his son Pasnos,
cover the period AD 324-355. However, P.Dub.31 of AD 355 is remarkably late. Maybe
Pasnos, husband of Theodora was the first archive holder. After his death (around AD 324),
Aurelius Pasnos took over his documents and became the new archive holder, keeping all the
documents of his family, including those of  his nephew's wife and children. The tax receipts,
mostly concerning collective property of the family, were kept together in a codex.

                                                                                                                                                                       
5 In P.Panop. 15, the chrusos telonikos is imposed on elaiourgoi and assessed on the oil derived from the harvest of AD 308.
It is likely to have been a specific income tax in fourth century Egypt, collected by indiction year and assessed at a uniform
rate of units which may be persons or land areas; cf. R.S. BAGNALL, Egypt in Late Antiquity, Princeton, 1993, p.137; B.
KRAMER, Archiv 42 (1996), p.257.
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cover the period AD 324-355. However, P.Dub.31 of AD 355 is remarkably late. Maybe
Pasnos, husband of Theodora was the first archive holder. After his death (around AD 324),
Aurelius Pasnos took over his documents and became the new archive holder, keeping all the
documents of his family, including those of  his nephew's wife and children. The tax receipts,
mostly concerning collective property of the family, were kept together in a codex.

The archive shows a business family. Pasnos and his wife Theodora, owning several
oliveyards, were oil producers. Pasnos was an elaiourgos (oil producer; cf. P.Panop. 2; 15),
leasing land with olive trees (P.Panop. 2; 3). Theodora was an elaiopôlisse (oil seller; cf.
P.Panop. 11, 24); she receives a part of a palm and olive yard as security for a loan to her
brother-in-law (cf. P.Panop. 20, 23, 24). Furthermore, the couple owned lands and houses
spread over the Panopolite (cf. P.Panop. 2; 11-13; 25; 27). The tax receipts of the chrysos
telonikos, being imposed here on oil production5, are all issued in the name of Besas’ sons,
who apparently managed the oil factory from 338 till 346. The lease of a linen-workshop and
loom-frames by Pasnos, son of Alopex (cf. P.Dub. 31), suggests that he worked in the textile
industry, a typical Panopolitan business. His appointment to the ktenarchia points to financial
prosperity. Finally, the petitions and some contracts show that the family had connections
with the high society of Panopolis.

Appendices Fig. 1: Distribution in time of texts from the archive.
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Fig. 2: Distribution in time of texts from the archive counting each tax receipt in the Dublin
codex indicidually. This shows a complete different graph than the one in fig. 1.

Fig. 3: Taxes in the Dublin codex paid between AD 339 and 346.

Type of tax

Indiction Chlamys Sticharion Chrysos telonikos

12 33.3.339 (Ind. 10-12) 10.1.339 12.8.339 + 3.2.339 (twice)

13 339 3.9.339 16.8.339 (or 340)

14 341 340 26.8.340

15 342 missing missing

1 342 23.11.342 9.9.342

2 6.10.343 19.9.343 13.9.342

3 11/12.344 8/9.344 8/9.344

4 10/11.346 30.11.345 15.10.345
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Fig. 4: Stemma of Alopex and his descendants

                                               Alopex

              Besas  (= Antoninus Besas)                                Bekis                                        Pasnos          Sansnos  ?

                          (= Besas Antoninus)

                                                 Paniskos

                                                                         Gelasios                     Pasnos                   daughter x   ?

Sansnos     Besas             Pasnos  x  Theodora

Senmoros   x  Paniskos    Panodoros            Orphanos            Senpeteminis

              son

Fig. 5: Table of  distribution of texts over the family members. Only dated texts are taken
into account.

Subarchive Family member # texts total/percentage period

1 Pasnos, s.o. Besas 8 A D  3 0 8 -
323/4

Theodora, d.o. Paniskos 5 AD 310-339

Children 1 14/29 = 48,3% AD 336

2 Pasnos, s.o. Alopex 7 AD 324-355

Pasnos, s.o. Pasnos 3 10/29 = 34,5% AD 338-339

3 collective property 1 1/29 = 3% AD 339-346


